
These questions are based on  in . Each answer starts with the question’s
designated letter (i.e. the answer to the “ ” riddle begins with “ ”, the answer to “ ” begins

with “ ”). Answers and sources are printed on the next page.

Questions
When  returned home safely
from  and , it was like he had
escaped from two of this animal

This woman is called a , just like
her daughter

This group of people is referenced by
the word “ ”

This happens to a person’s sins when he
gets married

 transported his items across the 
by acting like this structure

 remained the  with regard to
this

Groups of  did this aggressive act
to 

 told  that he had all of this

’s brothers did not want her to be
treated as if she was this

After the  the nations of the world
were typically careful to avoid this kind
of 

This descendant of  has an
extra “ ” at the beginning of his name

 returned alone to get these

 was afraid that all of ’s kindness
to him decreased these

When  arrived in  his injury to
this part of his body was healed

The ’s plan against  was done
with this, just like ’s plan when he
was stealing the  from 

The  is this part of the thigh that is
stuck into this (double answer)

Category of people who have the most
frequent requirement of 

’s purpose in sending the gift to 
was to nullify this emotion

This person died twelve years after the
sale of 

It is a  that  has this feeling
towards 

’s death is hidden so that people
won’t curse this part of her that is
associated with 

 did not forget any of this while in
the house of 



Answers
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